to ease oneself by passing.

to one's need, to relieve oneself.

bodily waste matter, to relieve oneself.

bodily waste matter, to relieve oneself.

in need of, necessitous, needy.

causing, hindering, separating, septum.

diaphragm.

phrenic.

hajj, haji, hajji.

Astrakhan.

Astakh.

(feminine) hajji.

AA.

new, created, not eternal.

happening.

(pl. of hajj) Hajj

accident, event, phenomenon.

proliquent, skilful, ingenious.

hot, torrid, tropical.

keeper, guard.

prudent, provident.

jealous, envious.

never denial.

to deny, to disclaim.

margin, edge, border.

rim, fringe, hem.

to margin, to marginate.

to hem, to fringe.

margination.

produce, yield, crop, harvest.

harvest, product, result, consequence, outcome, total, sum.
those present, the audience.

Chich registered, a magistrate.

to obtain, to acquire, to procure, to get.

to be obtained or gotten.

to yield, to produce.

to be fertile, productive.

to be fruitful.

to be rich.

to be abundant.

to be bountiful.

to be full.

to be plenteous.

to be fertile, productive.

to be rich.

to be abundant.

to be bountiful.

to be full.

to be plenteous.

to be fertile, productive.

to be rich.

to be abundant.

to be bountiful.

to be full.

to be plenteous.

Chich registered, a magistrate.

to obtain, to acquire, to procure, to get.

to be obtained or gotten.

to yield, to produce.

to be fertile, productive.

to be rich.

to be abundant.

to be bountiful.

to be full.

to be plenteous.

Chich registered, a magistrate.

to obtain, to acquire, to procure, to get.

to be obtained or gotten.

to yield, to produce.

to be fertile, productive.

to be rich.

to be abundant.

to be bountiful.

to be full.

to be plenteous.

Chich registered, a magistrate.

to obtain, to acquire, to procure, to get.

to be obtained or gotten.

to yield, to produce.

to be fertile, productive.

to be rich.

to be abundant.

to be bountiful.

to be full.

to be plenteous.

Chich registered, a magistrate.

to obtain, to acquire, to procure, to get.

to be obtained or gotten.

to yield, to produce.
abelmosk. *(bot.) blue water-lily seeds.

*حَبْسُ البَلْدَة*.

to marry a woman.

bravo! *حَبَرَة جَلَدَة*.

imprisonment, jail, gaol.

life imprisonment, prison sentence, confinement (law).

restraint, house of correction, coop, cage, cell, den.

suppression, retention. (slang) jug, can, calaboose.

obsolete. pen, stir, clink, big house.

school, quad.

corrective prison, corrective imprisonment.

to be in jail (gaol).

be kept in confinement (entailment, tail).

life imprisonment, prison sentence, confinement (law).

hard labor, penal servitude.

strangled.

suppression of the meuses.

solitary cell, solitary confinement.

to be imprisoned.

to be in jail.

to suppress.

the estates were sold.

entailed (tailed) by the court.

bequest means entailing the property and devoting the profits (to charitable organizations).

estate tail.

the royal land.

a contributor.

a donor.

he was locked up.

(med.) retention of the urine: strangury.
specific volume.
in volume.
voluminal, cubic.
voluminous.
huge, massive, capacious.
decisive reason (argument).
his holiness (the clergy of Islam), his eminence (title of Moslem clergy), his reverence.
certainty, finality.
even.
only that but... moreover.
as far as possible, if possible.
to the best of one's ability.
precious stones (jewels).
protection.
harbour, protected, safety.
black stone which pilgrims kiss at Mecca.
ablution, prayer, ablutions, prayers.
stone divination.
novelties, novelties, novelty.
smith.
blacksmith.
flower gardens.
convexity, gibbosity, protuberance.
anatomical details, inner anatomy.
acuteness, force, vehemence, intensity.
paroxysm.
event, incident, novelty.
to argue, to dispute, to argue.
ultimatum, final notice.
the 12th Imam of the Shia Moslems.
his holiness (the clergy of Islam), his eminence (title of Moslem clergy), his reverence.
sure to happen. unavoidable.
certainty, finality.
even.
only that but... moreover.
as far as possible, if possible.
to the best of one's ability.
precious stones (jewels).
protection.
harbour, protected, safety.
black stone which pilgrims kiss at Mecca.
ablution, prayer, ablutions, prayers.
stone divination.
novelties, novelties, novelty.
smith.
blacksmith.
flower gardens.
convexity, gibbosity, protuberance.
anatomical details, inner anatomy.
acuteness, force, vehemence, intensity.
paroxysm.
event, incident, novelty.
talkativeness, garrulity, fire ship.

unlawful, (religiously) prohibited.

to prohibit, to turn into a taboo, to waste.

unlawful to declare something unlawful.

drinking alcoholic liquors is prohibited in Islam.

an illegal act.

an illegitimate child.

do not waste your money.

to be wasteful.

do not waste leftover food.

for empty stomachs are plentiful.

eating unlawful things, userer, briber, profiteer.

usury, profiteering, bribery, bastardy, illegitimacy, roguary, slyness.

illegitimate (child), bastard, rogues, sly, mixture of clay sand and lime pudding.

illegitimate (child) is unclean, unlawful for eating.

thief, robber, plunderer, unlawfulness, anything unlawful to eat.

fighting, war, court-martial.

chameleon by war, by fighting.

deadly, to eliminate.

effort, to eliminate an effort.

recovery, failure.

villain,

count, a skillful (ingenious) doctor.

in the hypothesis.

avoiding, shunning, warnings, caution, avoiding.

in his hypothesis.

his hypothesis was a mere surmise.

a strong assumption.

be he concluded that you are coming.

right.

be he concluded that you are right.

right.

based on guesswork, rough, conjectural.

based on guesswork, rough, conjectural.

conjectures, assumptions.

trepasser, encroacher.

tresspass, encroachment.

pupil of the eye, eye-socket.

limit, a material.

limit, a material.

limitation, boundaries.

boundaries, limits.

boundaries, limits.

comprehending the boundaries.

in the limit of, the boundaries.

within the limit of, approximately.

about twenty people.

there is a limit to everything.

habit, (a)word.

tradition, narration.

to narrate, to relate.

shrewd, keen.

iron, pungent.

die, rattle, chopsticks.
to move, to start.
to set out, to proceed, to leave, to pass,
to shift, to hover, round, to drift, to stream, to flow, to sweep along, to wander,
to walk, to keep moving, to amble, wave motion.

حرفان (حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، حرف‌ان، ححرفانشوندو

preposition. (definite) article. conjunction. interjection.
to create or circulate rumors, to talk, to speak, to converse, to exchange words, to gab, to gaffle. they are not on speaking terms with each other, they do not talk with each other.

loose talk. to talk behind someone's back.

to listen to me, take my word.
to make a parenthetical remark. letter, word, word for word. literal. to cause trouble to meet, to cause trouble with an objection, to create misunderstandings.

I have a word with you.

many rumors, gossips (gossips) are made about people. one word leads to another.

the word is on the tip of my tongue (tongue-tied).

to transcribe, to transcribe. laconic, concise, succinct. garrulous, talkative, gab. chatter.
gabble, pedantry. tactful, refined. reserved.

I gave a speech (spoke) in the meeting. he talked much.

I believe your words. you say, protest, objection in this matter.

this problem is very disputable.

what is your say (protest, objection) in this matter.

I confirm his statements.
assassins, doped with narcotics, hashish.

he does not associate with anyone.

insect, insectivore, entomophageous, invertebrate, entomologist, entomology, insecticide.

having an inordinate desire for coition, sexy, voluptuous, lustful, capricious, oversexed, (slang) horny, to be oversexed, to be lustful, nymphomania, satyrism, nymphomania, a lustful woman, satyric, glans penis, balanopreputial.

jealousy, enviously.

jealousy, envy, covetousness.

to be jealous of, to vie to envy.

Joan is allergic to penicillins, sensitiveness, susceptibility, allergy, hyper-sensitivity, gravity.

to be allergic to, to be sensitive towards.

she is allergic to dust.

sword.

(sufficient) quantity or measure.

beauty, grace, dignity, grace.

beauty, lust, charm, demagogue.

beauty, merit, quantity, measure, proportion, manner.

beauty, excellence, elegance.

beauty, excellence, elegance.

beauty, excellence, elegance.
cities. 

excellencies, gentlemen, respectable ones.

his or your eminence,

his or your excellency,

his holiness the prophet Moses.

the (exalted) lord.

William.

his excellency the prince.

his highness.

Hadharanaut.

three hundred, a token.

there were two present in the meeting.

we will fight until we gain total victory.

let us join in (them) to you.

I wish to add (him) to you.

one's presence or absence.

in one's presence or in absentia.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.

in the nape of the neck.
engraving, polishing of jewels, etching.
to engrave, to carve into. 
zincography, 
[pl. engravers.]
in 
the city, ordered that all shops be closed on Fridays.
and提到,
right, specious, plausible, pitiable.
you are right.

in a pitiable (matter-of-fact) manner.
just, fair.
justice, equity, fairness.
godly, worthy.

the (most high) God.

wealth-seeking.

right, just, seeking.

right, seeking the right.
hated, animus.

entitled (party), (one) who has a right to something.
in the long run right will out.
grateful.

God, knowing God or truth.
righteous.

administration of justice.
righteousness.

right, just, impartial, truthful.

ungrateful.

ungratefulness, ingratitude.

ungratefulness, ingratitude.

ungratefulness, ingratitude.

ungratefulness, ingratitude.

ungratefulness, ingratitude.

ungratefulness, ingratitude.

ungratefulness, ingratitude.
tin plate. | milk.
---|---
tin-filler. | cotton-beater. cotton-carder.
tin-plated. tin. made of tin. | cotton, wool. linen.
tin can. | to consider carefully. to study. to analyse. to beat. (card) cotton.
tin smith. tinsman. | to consider some problem carefully. to study a case.
manufacture of tin-plates or of tin. | to arrive at a conclusion.
snail. slug. cochlea. | to arrive at a conclusion.
slug. | to arrive at a conclusion.
spiral. limacine. cochleate. cochlear. | to arrive at a conclusion.
sclera. | to arrive at a conclusion.
that can be solved. | to arrive at a conclusion.
throat. pharynx. | to arrive at a conclusion.
gullet. gorge. windpipe. | to arrive at a conclusion.
guttural. | to arrive at a conclusion.
pharyngitis. | to arrive at a conclusion.
pharyngology. | to arrive at a conclusion.
pharyngoscope. | to arrive at a conclusion.
pharyngoscopy. | to arrive at a conclusion.
throat. pharynx. | to arrive at a conclusion.
| to arrive at a conclusion.
annular. | to arrive at a conclusion.
ring-shaped. circular. annelid. cyclical. ring. round. | to arrive at a conclusion.
coil. ringlet. loop. link. circle (of men). assembly. (bot.) whorl. (z.) segment. | to arrive at a conclusion.
ringlet. | to arrive at a conclusion.
link (of the chain). | to arrive at a conclusion.
| to arrive at a conclusion.
| to arrive at a conclusion.
| to arrive at a conclusion.
| to arrive at a conclusion.
to knock at the door. | to arrive at a conclusion.
to form a ring. to circle. | to arrive at a conclusion.
to cork. to stand in a circle. to roll. | to arrive at a conclusion.
to reduce someone to slavery. | to arrive at a conclusion.
to form into a ringlet or ring. | to arrive at a conclusion.
to wrinkle. to loop. | to arrive at a conclusion.
to govern. to rule. to reign. to master. | to arrive at a conclusion.
to choose as judge or arbitrator. judge.
to choose as judge or arbitrator. arbitrator. arbiter. umpire. | to arrive at a conclusion.
judge.

arbitration, mediation, judgment.
حمام

چله‌‌ها

جلوئی، پرداخت.  وفات.
چله‌‌ها، موت.
چله‌‌ها.  جلوئی، پرداخت.

رینگ، ترکیب.  خارج.
رینگ، خارج.
رینگ، خارج.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

آماده‌گی، آماده‌گی.
آماده‌گی، آماده‌گی.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.
قلقله، حمله.

قلقله، حمله، حمله.
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senses.

Kasis (ماحة), (البحث, الحواء).

moods, humour, spirits.

الجميل, المعجزة, الحواء, (السكون) senses.

the five (external) senses.

I am not in the mood. I am scattered.

he is out of his senses, he is absent-minded.

focus your attention, collect your wits, concentrate!

I resumed my spirit. I recovered, I regained my senses.

الحاسات, (البحث, الحواء) dist. scatterbrained, abstracted.

حاسات يزيد من، تقلص توازن.

absent-minded, distracted, scatterbrained, abstracted.

حتى خُفِّض الوجز، (البحث, الحواء) to involve one in difficulties.

الجملة، ولد، لامية.

no one believes him, his authority has waned.

compassionate, merciful.

حَبِيل (البحث, الحواء) (البحث, الحواء)

indignant.

I am the founder of the Hanbali sect of Islam.

Hanabili.

larynx, voice.

laryngeal.

حس مخلوقات (البحث, الحواء)

(colon, gut, stomach).

Hanafi, follower of.

in a sect of Islam.

palate.

palatal.

embalmment.

embalmed.

حَجْر (البحث, الحواء) (البحث, الحواء)

orthodox (Moslem).

Eve.

Adam and Eve.

serpent bearer.

حَوَر (البحث, الحواء) (البحث, الحواء)

eyebrows, curtains, doorknobs.

حَوَر (البحث, الحواء) (البحث, الحواء)

events, happenings, occurrences.

accidents, incidents, calamities.

حَوَارِي (البحث, الحواء) (البحث, الحواء)

needs, necessities, requirements.

large fish. Pisces.
trickery, craft.

to resort to trickery or ruse, to trick.

animal, brutal, bestial, beastly.

animal food.

animal instincts.

zoogeography.

animal nature, brutality, animalism.

animal, beast, creature, life, rational being, man.

zoology.

living, serpent, snake, pinworm.

it is beyond the scope of possibility, it is impossible.

dilemma, confusion, perplexity, while, meanwhile.

menstruation, menstrual discharge, menstrual, monthly period.

to menstruate.

to have one’s period.

reach.

compas, domain, scope, enclosure.

by a house ofref or an.

to take possession of.

injustice, oppression, pity, compassion, commiseration, what a pity!

to waste and steal, to embezzle.

too bad it is cold otherwise we would go for a walk.

what a pity that you didn’t get here sooner.

Haifa.

Haifa (pl. of Ha’ile, مكماها, جمل). tricks, deceits.

Ha’ile (pl. of Ha’ile, مكماها, جمل). ruse, stratagem, cunning, trick, deceit, to trick, to deceive.

to resort to a stratagem.

he knows the tricks.

to make any lady laugh.

he is fit for treason and stratagem.

a man of deceit, a tricky man.

tricky, cunning, artful, deceptive.